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By Dr. Jon Olson 

Kathleen Shine Cain, Professor of English and alternating Director of the Merrimack College 

Writing Center, and Michael J. Rossi, Dean of Liberal Arts, Professor of English, and alternating 

Director of the Merrimack College Writing Center, won as a collaborative pair the 2005 NCPTW 

Ron Maxwell Award for Distinguished Leadership in Promoting the Collaborative Learning 

Practices of Peer Tutors in Writing. The award recognizes dedication to and leadership in 

collaborative learning in writing centers, for aiding students in together taking on more 

responsibility for their learning, and, thus, for promoting the work of peer tutors. The award also 

denotes extraordinary service to the evolution of the conference organization. 

The award was presented on October 21, 2005, by 2004 Maxwell Award winner Harvey Kail at 

the joint conference of the International Writing Centers Association and the National 

Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Professors Cain and Rossi 

were given a warm and extended standing ovation by the nearly seven hundred people in 

attendance at the conference luncheon, fitting testimony to the high regard in which they are 

held. 

In recognizing Cain and Rossi together, the awards committee, made up of five previous 

winners, wanted to celebrate the collaborators' individual contributions to peer tutoring and 

collaborative learning while also recognizing the very special tradition of excellence in 

collaborative learning at the Merrimack College Writing Center. In their work together, as well 

as with former Merrimack professor Albert DeCiccio and current writing center directors 

Deborah Burns and Kathy Dube, Cain and Rossi have modeled for their colleagues nationwide 

how to build a writing center program based on collaborative practices and shared values about 

the teaching of writing. Someone who nominated Cain and Rossi for the award said that "their 

support of peer tutoring is unwavering and continually seeks new avenues . . . . They are a team 

and they should be honored together." 

Another nominator noted, "They have been generous with their time, supportive of the 

organization in many ways, and patient and shrewd strategists." 

Cain and Rossi hosted the seventeenth annual conference at Merrimack College in 2000, putting 

Merrimack in the same tradition with previous hosts such as Muhlenberg College, Skidmore 

College, Georgetown University, Purdue University, the University of Kansas, and the 

Pennsylvania State University, to name just a few since Brown University hosted the first 

conference in 1983. Both Cain and Rossi were among the founders of the conference tradition. 

As an NCPTW colleague recalls, "It is hard to think about the peer tutoring conference's birth 

without Kathy as the midwife and Mike to pass out cigars, smiling so broadly that he can barely 

speak." 

Through their work in the NCPTW, Kathleen Cain and Michael Rossi have become nationally 

recognized leaders in promoting the value of educating students to take one another seriously and 

work together effectively as writers and thinkers. 



 


